TEAK, before and after
Myanmar

MYANMAR

A country with a sustainable spirit

Myanmar set like a diamond
between China, Thailand, India, Laos, Vietnam, and Cambodia is one of the richest
countries from both the historical and biological point of
view in Southeast Asia. Emerged recently from a decade of
military dictatorship, Myanmar has undertaken with
unity and determination the
course of democracy, fostering internal peace via a development based on social and
environmental sustainability. Multi-religious country
in which the Buddhist culture contributed to shaping the
peaceful and open character
of its people, Myanmar has
a unique cultural heritage,
represented by the Ancient
Town of Pyu, the archaeological site of Bagan, Ava the ancient “city of gems” founded
in 1364, and the picturesque
Inle lake too. A highly diverse culture with 135 different
ethnic groups, each with its
own history, culture, tradition, and religion.

As big as Italy, Denmark and
Belgium together, Myanmar
is characterized by a deep natural diversity. From the highest peaks in the Himalayas
region, to the Shan plateau,
until the Tenasserim coast.
A Country innervated by extraordinary and mythical rivers, almost unspoilt forests
and bordered by a long and
rugged coastline.
One of the most internationally appreciated and recognised
natural resources of Myanmar
is the teak. A precious wood
sadly subject for decades to
illegal trade. The teak might
be for Myanmar an important source for development
- if properly safeguarded - by
being a raw material of Made
in Italy excellences as nautical
and furniture.

“Teak resists humidity but does
not know how to resist design”
A story told through photos, video, words, and objects to uncover the beauty of the people, the
territories, and the goodness of
the products. A project born out
of a collaboration with the Embassy of the Union of Myanmar in
Italy, the Honorary General Consulate of Myanmar, and the Italian
Chamber of Commerce Italy –
Myanmar. With the patronage of
Expo Milano 2015, Expo in Città,
WWF e Città Metropolitana di
Milano.
MANUS LOCI
Manus Loci, photographing value Manus Loci, meaning “hands of the
land”, is a not for profit association with the objective of creating a bridge between consumer countries and producer countries by documenting the first phases of the supply chain, aspiring to make consumers more conscious.
Our mission is to add value to regions where natural products originate,
disseminate knowledge of the genus loci and the beauty of the populations that live in these territories, thus participating in creation of value
and raising their competitiveness.
THE ASPIRATION

“Value is a circular chain”
Contributing to the development of a sustainable economy, providing
for increased ethical conduct in the procurement and manufacturing
processes in Italian markets, to create and sustain shared value.

“It is in the circularity
of Myanmar calligraphy
that the harmonious
spirit of the territory
is hidden”
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